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Attack The Branch
Chapter Five

later

branch offices
typically connect back
to the headquarters
over a trusted vpn
connection.

I can’t believe
I haven’t owned
this hospital yet.

I bet they have
weak security
policies at their
remote branches.

“I can own the HQ through the branch!

Notes

Security ops typically @HQ
Branch security is not as
important as HQ
Limited local IT resources
Scalability challenges

“let’s look at my notes on
this target.

Branch tunnels back to HQ
bypassing HQ security
Busy environment

Later over a secure irc channel

08:03 Mr Black - I need a physical
device planted at a branch office.
there are tons
of tools that
can do this.

Mr. White (alias)
Government engineer and hardware
hacking hobbyist
Develops bypass tools
Rarely involved with crime but
against “The Man”

08:03 -:- They probably don’t enforce
security at remote locations.

08:03 Mr White - I’ll plant a Pwnie
Express at one of their branch offices.

A Pwn plug looks like a common plug,
however, is loaded with attacker tools.

08:03 Mr Black - Once we have access to the branch
network, we can hit other internal targets
including the HQ through their site-to-site VPN.

08:03 Mr White - I’ll pretend to hurt myself
skating and plant the tools on site.

There are lots of things to remember about EXCELLENT
Cyber Threat Response! We know it’s a lot to learn, but
Cisco has you covered!

There isn’t a silver bullet for providing
100% protection against cyber crime.
Sorry… we can’t promise that.
NOBODY CAN!

REDUCE

SILVER BULLET

You can, however, learn to reduce the risk
of being compromised to an acceptable
level using industry best practices for
security architecture.
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hackmds security ops center

?!

Seeing some
weird activity at
our dc branch.

I need to grab
the team lead.

looks like
our branch is
being hit.
good thing i just
purchased that cisco
meraki and umbrella
stuff for our
branches.

but
I just
started!

I can’t fly down
there, configure an
approved hackmds
security policy and
go live right now.
this will take

weeks!

Relax noob. meraki
and umbrella
are managed from
the cloud.

we can configure
everything right
now before the
hardware is
plugged in.

cloud managed technologies are ideal
for branch locations due to flexibility
in development and management.

meraki uses
firepower ips
and amp.
we can enable
similar policies
to our hq in
a few clicks.

all we need is to get
somebody at the dc
branch to plug it in
and it will grab the
configuration
from the cloud.
hi boss.
what’s up?

later

I’m getting calls
about network
issues at the
dc branch!

no worries.
we just deployed
new security
from cisco.
now we are
blocking
the threat.

wow!
I just heard
about this attack
thirty minutes ago
and we already
deployed new sec?
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“I’m going to get a
promotion for this!

mr black’s
team failed to
steal data
from hackmds.

the takedown.

During the process, Mr. White
and mr. Orange were arrested.
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captured on video
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planting a malicious
backdoor tool at
a HackMDs dc
Branch Office.

Mr. Orange’s remote
attack generated
logs, which cisco Talos
and HackMDS used
to identify
his location

Federal Authorities confiscated
Mr. Orange’s laptop and Mr.
White’s iPhone to get Mr. Black’s
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contact info.
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After impersonating mr. white,
the FBI was able to catch Mr. Black

and take him

marketing fake stolen data

down!

putting him away for enough time
to end his criminal career.

until
the next
adventure
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secure!
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Learn More

We hope you enjoyed the Cisco Cyber Threat
Response Clinic!
Make sure to come back and complete any modules you didn’t have a chance to work
on and check back for more future modules!
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